CITY OF AVONDALE
Development and Engineering Services
EN 21-025 Traffic and Streetlight Supplies
INVITATION FOR BIDS
Addendum 1 – Questions and Answers
July 15, 2021
Final Date for Questions: July 15, 2021
IFB Due Date REVISED: July 29, 2021 5:00 PM, Arizona Time

1.

Since this project is a purchase-only, does section 2.B., 2.D, 2.G., be applicable?
Answer: Please respond to those sections of the form with No or N/A as it applies to
the question.

2.

Since this project is a purchase-only, does section 2.B., 2.D, 2.G. of the substitution
request form, be applicable?
Answer: Please respond to those sections of the form with No or N/A as it applies to
the question.

3.

Are all items 1-10 to be 3000K CCT? Only items 3-7 have the CCT. Please clarify.
Answer: No there are 4000k Also, see MFG specification part number coding to
identify (question 5).

4.

Can you clarify model item number 26, will the drive current of 525 be the same as
item 25? 4000K CCT?
Answer: Yes, the drive range is 525- 750.

5.

On the price sheet, 50-63, 66, 67, 74-86 refer to "attached details" which are assumed
to be spec sheets of these products. However, there were only 1 set of spec sheets
attached to the IFB. Can the City provide all the other spec sheets referenced?
Answer: Please be on the lookout for the forthcoming Addendum 2.

6.

Is it required to for the vendors to quote on all items? Can we skip or provide "no
quote" any products?
Answer: It is always in the City's best interest to secure the most competitive pricing
and from an administrative perspective award the fewest contracts for the
scope/specifications needed. For those reasons we prefer that the price sheet be
completed comprehensively and if you do not offer the specific product mark the
price sheet in EACH of those item(s) as No Bid. DO NOT LEAVE IT BLANK.

7.

What quantity needs to be quoted for Item #55?
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Answer: QTY of 5, it is the Mast Arm for Item 54.This will be corrected in the
forthcoming Addendum 2.
8. Bid item #87: In reference to detail A1710, on note #10 on the spec it shows the location
of the (4) knockouts on the short sides, but we would need to know the locations for the
(6) knockouts called for on the long sides. Can you advise?
Answer: Long side Knockouts are not required. Conduits generally sweep
underneath Per detail A1090.
9. Regarding tax calculations: Should the tax to be charged be included on the specific line
item for the product? For instance, if item #1 is $1 with a tax rate of 9%, should we enter
a price of $1.09 each? Or just enter $1 and add tax at time of invoice?
Answer: Please provide pricing without taxes. The last section of the Price Sheet
provides a place for you to provide the tax rate to be applied at the time of invoice.
Also See Addendum 2. which revises section 2.9 Taxes of the IFB.
10. Asking for extension on the Deadline for questions and request to extend deadline for
bid. As of today 7/15/21 we have not received any addendum or requested spec sheets.
We might have further questions once spec sheets are received and might need additional
time to complete bid once spec sheets are received.
Answer: This Addendum 1 contains responses to all questions. Addendum 2 will
revise portions of the IFB document; including the addition of the requested spec
sheets and revision of the IFB Price Sheet. Addendum 2 will extend the bid due
date.
Offerors are instructed to return a copy of this addenda form signed by an authorized firm agent
as
part of the submittal.
_______________________________________
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